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(born 1939) is a british-born realist painter and author.his oil paintings are notable for their meticulous detail
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portland, me the maine view,twenty years of landscape paintings by neil welliver, brenau university galleries,
simmons visual arts center, gainseville, ga; traveled to new orleans museum of art, a spiritual embrace danforthart - mirror and curated neil welliver: recent paintings and prints and nick edmonds: a natural world;
1972-2002. in boston’s old west end. at home, he spoke yiddish with his parents. at school, he was surrounded
by other children like himself, first generation immigrants eager to speak english and embrace whatever
opportunities elliott museum presents 'albers & heirs: josef albers ... - a number of albers’ paintings will
be on display, as well as the work of two of his students; neil welliver and jane davis doggett. welliver and
doggett mastered albers’ dis-cipline of the interaction of color, and made it, in decidedly different ways,
central to their work. josef albers, (1888-1976), one of the twentieth-century’s the art collection of operations - the art collection of steinberg hall - dietrich hall. tom appelquist (b. 1949) mississippi, 2010-2011
... took drawing and color theory courses with the landscape painter neil welliver who had studied at yale with
joseph albers. these courses stayed with me ... my recent paintings have used a layer of white paint over an
under-painting of blues ... free press online | art current: robert pollien at dowling ... - i have admired
robert pollien's paintings for a while now, and his current show of 18 small paintings at rockland's dowling
walsh gallery confirms my assessment of him as a painter who is not averse to taking risks. june 23 is the last
day to see these recent works. what sets pollien's works apart from a lot of similarly virginia museum of fine
arts exhibition history, 1980-1989 - virginia museum of fine arts exhibition history, 1980-1989 date title
mar. 17-may 10, 1987 recent graphics from american print shops apr. 20-jun. 14, 1987 power and gold:
jewelry from indonesia, malaysia, and the philippines
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